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Abstract 

This paper examines the use of geographical tracking system as a method of detecting 

juvenile behaviors, while providing an extension to existing a mobile service which has about 

30000 users in Korea. The degree of juvenile behaviors has gotten more severe recently with 

the invention and proliferation of smart phones; they are easily exposed to harmful contents 

using smart phones. However, we could solve this problem by detecting unusual behaviors, 

because people exhibit certain behaviors when using devices and contents. In Mobile, since 

social media is one of the most popular services, we chose it as the research target. In 

addition, we propose both data visualization and geo-social tracking system for user profiling 

to examine the underlying meanings of individuals’ activities at the social media with 

spatiotemporal information. With social media becoming more ‘geographical’, many social 

networks, including Facebook, provide location based services to assist users’ daily lives. In 

experimental results, we show  our visualization methods and weight functions for plotting on 

the map. Moreover, at the end of this work, we propose how our work could be integrated as 

an add-on to existing services. Lastly, we discuss our data visualization methods and the 

constraints we encountered during information gathering. Experimental results in this 

research are going to contribute to other researches attempting to profile individuals on 

mobile phones. 
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1. Introduction 

Online social media have become more “Geographical” as usage of location information 

increased for various purposes. Nowadays, more researches on user profiling use locations 

such as in recommendation [12], link prediction [9, 13] and tie-strength measuring [4, 5, 10, 

11]. In fact, location information is continuously applied in various other fields such as target 

marketing which is based on radius of action, place features and movement paths. Because 

our research is related to profiling behavior, we have gotten an idea that we could use 

information in social media. 

Moreover, the growing distribution of smart-phone has greatly contributed in proliferating 

LBS (location based system) and social network [16] which also enabled easier acquisition of 

geographic information. This definitely implies the growing importance of location 

information in social media. Also, the importance of geographic information gained from 

pictures on social media has already been mentioned in other research [8]. Moreover, it seems 

transparent that location information in social media affects our daily lives through services 

like “Flickr” and “Eye-Fi”. Furthermore, more important point regarding smart phones in our 

research is that almost all teenagers in Korea own smart phones, use those services, and carry 
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the devices with them at all times. Based on this point of view, we can use smart phones as 

the resource of gathering behaviors and location information to profile juvenile behaviors. 

LBS generally uses GPS. However, other sensors of smart phones such as 3G [2], GSM 

[20], Wi-Fi, accelerometer [16] were also used for researches related to location and social 

network as part of user profiling. In our system, user positioning method is based on using 

location tracking technologies in android system. In addition, to enhance energy consumption 

in the mobile side, our App adopts Google Best Practice [19] as a benchmark model. 

There has been a research on how many and when people take certain actions in social 

media such as “Like”, “Post” and “Comment” [29]. Also, this research is further stretched to 

business areas classified as in engagement-rate i.e. the rate at which people watch and engage 

mostly in social media. For these sort of researches which usually show patterns of user 

behavior on crowd basis rather than individual basis, we were motivated to challenge 

ourselves by finding habits of individuals through tracing users’ locations and crawling users’ 

activities on Social Media, which in this case,  Facebook.  

Although Facebook tremendously influences our lives, it is difficult to measure its effect 

over our personal daily lives [21]. Although Facebook has the largest user number among all 

of social networks, its attempts to expand to location service does not seem successful in spite 

of their effort such as acquiring gowalla and instagram. We have expected a more intense 

profiling through merging location information with the exquisite information provided by 

Facebook. Therefore, we can understand when, where and how many times each user uses 

social media through quantitatively measuring the dependency on social media. 

Due to difficulties in collecting location information from Facebook, we designed an 

asynchronous geo-social tracking system which gathers activity data from Facebook servers 

by using Graph-API and receives location information from mobile devices. Since not all 

Facebook objects involve Check-ins and its objects can be modified by users, we collect 

location information from mobile phones instead. 

Although crowds represent trend, since individuals have their own propensity, they cannot 

explain each person’s characteristics. Thus, we focus on individual logs and we hypothesize 

that if a person has habits of social media usage according to situation specifically in different 

places, users’ habits would be shaped like cluster in the plotted form on the map and 

chronological form of graph. Then, we could detect unusual behavior through the map. Also, 

a more exact nature of places, relations and homogeneous groups can be inferred from the 

social media usage patterns [3]. Finally, our research leads to possibility of detecting unusual 

behavior by examining location with other information, in this case of Social Media. 

 

2. Related Works 

This section explains both the previous researches that our system adopted and the reason 

why we decided to use it. It also explains how we apply them to our system. 
 

2.1. User Profiling 

One of our challenges in user profiling is detecting innate characteristics of individuals. 

Thus, our system analyzes users’ behavior data on what users prefer in daily lives. Generally, 

user profiling is divided into knowledge-based and behavior-based [1]. Behavior based 

profiling uses data derived from observing individuals [22] and knowledge-based profiling 

uses questionnaires to interpret one’s habits [23]. On the other hand, in information science, 

user profiling called profiling practice is classified as in target: individual and group [15]. 

From the two methods, our research adopts behavior based methodology for which 

questionnaires were not included in the process of patterning historical data. Also, as of 
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targets, we focus on individual profiling rather than group. Thus, our research could be called 

behavior-based individual profiling. 

 

2.2. Location sensing and social media 

As many location based services have been launched and supported by social media or 

third party services, users can easily compose geo-tagged contents. Most social media have 

been eliciting geographic information from Check-ins and geo-tagged data and they are 

essential to understand the radius of actions and where users were [7]. Location based user 

profiling is continuously expanding by merging with social media properties.  

Previous researches propose various ways to collect users’ states by using various sensors. 

For gathering physical location information, there are two typical ways for which we can use 

to collect geographic information; one is to trace location each period, and the other is to 

utilize users using either Check-ins or our app voluntarily. In our research, we choose the first 

method to avoid errors which can be occurred by the voluntary method. 
 

2.3. Data visualization 

Data visualization could help us to understand experimental results by analyzing raw data 

in various ways, from which we could elicit meanings of data and relation between data. 

Previous researches have already mentioned the importance of data visualization including 

data transformation [30] so that many researches show their results through visualization 

method. Moreover, in our research, data visualization is an important part, as we will present 

users’ life log data in various ways of visualization to have users interpret it themselves. 

Thus, we need to present users with eidetic and intuitive visualization of information.  

However, as visualization is often useless for some who lack information  that is 

required to understand its meanings, we have to provide knowledge prior to 

acknowledging the given information for better understanding [31]. So, our challenge in 

visualization is to make users capable of handling visualized life log data without prior 

knowledge. 

 

2.4. Battery problem 

Battery problem is the most important thing in mobile phones since they possess 

numerous on-going sensors which cannot be turned off. There are several user profiling 

researches on mobile phones with battery problems [14, 17, 18] and one of them 

proposes four principles for LBS [14]: Sensing Substitution (SS), Sensing suppression 

(SR), Sensing Piggybacking (SP), Sensing Adaptation (SA). 

In our system, we applied SS and SP for other two principles are too expensive. This 

means if we cannot perfectly construct and apply SR and SA, efficiency of energy 

consumption cannot be guaranteed since we might result in consuming unnecessary 

resources on monitoring. Thus, we use location sensing technology in android location 

framework of which we benchmark the latest best practice well applied above 

principles publicized in Google I/O 2011. 
 

2.5. Privacy 

There are researches on mobile phones covering location privacy in fields of social 

network [24, 28] and personalized system [27]. As mobile devices have become a large 

sensor network, it is provoking more serious privacy problems where users do not want to be 

exposed. It is important for user to prevent disclosure of location information as they are 
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Figure 1. System Flow 
  

Figure 2. Mothod using in geo-social 

tracking system 

considered private. Previous studies have proposed solutions, such as anonymity model [24], 

location context aware [26] and server system algorithm [28].  

The above researches show some important results that while services are considered 

useful, users are concerned about privacy. Our users who have used our location-tracking 

integrated services are also concerned on abusing their private information. For these reasons, 

because our system is dealing with personalized information related to social network, users’ 

information is not exposed to the others in our system. Also, we pledge not to use our user 

information for any other purpose apart from research. 
 

3. Geo-Social Tracking System 

 

We designed two packages for information gathering and merging to collect different 

information from each side. Our system has following steps: 1. User run our App and 

authorize it. 2. Our App gets the Facebook Access Token and sends its information to geo-

tagging server. 3. On mobile phones, our App sends geographical information to geo-tagging 

server. 4. Geo-tagging server receives location information from mobile and collects 

Facebook activities from Facebook server. 5. Lastly, geo-tagging server merges information 

and makes it readable as data visualization “Figure 1”. 

 

3.1. Mobile 

We collect location information from three types of sensors which are GPS, Wi-Fi, and 

3G. Since GPS consumes excessive amount of battery, users usually do not turn it on. Thus, 

we use network sensors mainly for detecting a location. As we choose to trace a location, a 

user does not need to use our App except in case of authenticating once at first. Moreover, 

due to both distinctions of system configuration for networking in android system and iOS 

problem, our system supports android version lower than 2.3.3. 

When mobile sends location information, user ID and types of sensors are transferred to 

server every thirty minutes. Since our system is not limited to which device a user use for 

running Facebook i.e. PC, Mobile and Tablet, we just need access tokens that will not be 

temporarily expired and authenticate as server side method in mobile App. There is our App 

package construction. “Figure 3(a)” 

 

3.2. Geo-tagging server 

Facebook suggests Graph-API for information gathering over other methods. However, the 

crawled information is not shown as in the order of Facebook news feed for it is not ordered 
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Figure 3. (a) Mobile Phone 
 

Figure 3. (b) Mobile Phone 

in updated time but in created time. Whereas FQL (Facebook Query Language) supports 

users’ news feed in the form of JSON object by querying the updated time of each wall 

object. For we focus on users’ activities which even exist in other walls, we decide to use 

both of them partially to collect more exact information. We apply both FQL to find out 

updated object and Open Graph to collect more details by visiting every wall with which a 

user has been related. “Figure 2” 

Server receives access token once when authenticating through mobile and builds database 

of users. Due to social network’s characteristics, the server updates information every thirty 

minutes when mobile devices send location information “Figure 3(b)”. Moreover, our system 

is under endless loop for data collection which is gathered from Facebook server. The 

activities which users use actively are as follows: 

 

3.2.1. Post: This object could involve other objects such as Check-ins, Event and Photos. It 

has its own created time and updated time and it could include links, thumbnails and tags. 

This is a kind of activity that is written on friends’ or user’s own wall and is updated by 

commenting. After certain period, this object would not be updated. 

 

3.2.2. Comment: Comments could include links and tags like Posts and they also have their 

own created time which affects updated time of related Posts. As mentioned above, after 

certain period of time, updated time cannot be collected by querying FQL. In this case, in 

order to collect objects perfectly, Facebook notifies objects that should be considered. 

 

3.2.3. Like: There are two kinds of Like: Post and Comment. This is activated by user with 

current session key by pressing the like button on a comment or a post. This action doesn’t 

affect up-dated time of object on which user pushes. Since its updated time is not recorded in 

any other way, we cannot figure out its exact created time. 

 

3.2.4. Social Activity: Social activities from third party are written on either users’ or friends’ 

wall through application but they cannot be fully tracked. For example, open graph action 

which users have customized cannot detect what kinds of actions users do in social channel. 

Therefore, we can hardly detect what kinds of actions users do on third party services. 

4. Implementation Results 

In this section, we mention constraints by using Facebook API and the amount of time 

spent for information crawling. Also, some charts which are shown as in both clustered place 

in the form of map and in chronological interfaces would represent user’s behavior pattern. 

Lastly, we demonstrate our visualization method to delineate self-cognitive visualization. 
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4.1. Constraints of implementation 

We arrange several constraints when gather information in using Facebook API. We also 

introduce the way to solve our problem and The problems we could not solve. 

 

4.1.1. Synchronization problem: Facebook has data synchronization problem between 

Graph API and FQL and these are usually derived from numbers such as like counts and 

comment counts. In this case, data acquired from Open Graph is more exact. 

 

4.1.2. Server problem: Facebook randomly returns either “400 bad request error” regardless 

of correct query or “500 internal error” frequently. Exceptional cases cause scheduling 

problems to occur which are similar to deadlock. So in these exceptional cases, we use LRU 

(Least Recently used) algorithm. 

 

4.1.3. Mobile SDK problem: In mobile side authentication of Android 2.3.3, Facebook 

returns unknown errors when the client accepts permissions which are over a particular count. 

Since Facebook public SDK does not provide support for this problem, we use limited 

number of permissions. 

 

4.1.4. Contents aging policy problem: Facebook doesn’t consider old objects as fresh 

contents even though they are updated. Thus, querying updated time to crawl all updated 

objects would not include some of old activities. If we want to overcome this, we will have to 

query all objects in each wall. So, we choose to collect more accurate times which “Like” 

buttons were clicked rather than to collect more objects with inaccurate times. 

 

4.2. Visualization 

Previous research shows engagement rate in days when users usually use social media [29]. 

Although this could represent crowd trend, it cannot imply personal characteristics. As 

expected, each user has a different habit in using social media as against crowd profiling. 

Also, users have their own preference in action. Although preference of users shows different 

tendency, it cannot explain where difference comes from and how we can use this 

information. Thus we use another approach which is to use maps. As we hypothesized, we 

have plotted spots of using social media on the Google map. Figure 4(a) 

Our visualization is designed to help user understand its meanings. For it is difficult to 

convey intuitive information to all users through one picture, we decide to use users’ intuition 

rather than artificial intelligence. This means that since human beings have superior sense of 

judgment than machines, users can find routines and unusual actions through their organized 

activity log. Also, they can realize what kind and type of person they are in social media. 
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Before visualizing usage patterns, to evaluate more precisely, values of usage quantity 

among users’ activities should be converted to absolute values to consider weighting of 

activities. Also, we must consider the details of activities (i.e., text of Post, text of Comments, 

text of Post user commenting, et al.). For our aim of visualization in this research is to help 

users recognize pattern which is not routine, we believe that depicting clustered information is 

more effective in understanding than to show each single information. Figure 4(b) 
 

4.3. Weight function 

Our weight formula is defined as the degree of activeness of an action. For example, 

“Post” is the most positive activity and “Comment” is more positive than “Like”. In addition, 

as users have different habits in usage of social media, we add another factor to the formula 

which is ratio of activities to reflect users’ habits. Since we cannot figure out the ratio of 

activities in social plug-in, we assume that these activities carry the same proportion as the 

other three activities. 

As mentioned above, activities in social plug-in are estimated by proportion of the other 

activities: p, l and c are initials of “Post”, “Like” and “Comment” (1). So, we have calculated 

ratio of other activities and applied their ratio to social plug-in. f(x) is weight function related 

to both s(x) which is ratio of activities and v(x) which is a variable value as subjective 

measures of motivation. These represent values of each activity in our research (2). w(a) is 

the sum of social activities’ weight in the clustered zone “a” (i.e., specific area) consisted of 

element “g” on the map. Thus, we can state that this is the sum of number of visits and 

weighted value which is multiplied by number of visits to specific locations (i.e., q(g)) in a 

certain area (3). 

       

Figure 4. (a) Visualization based on spot user has visitied 
  

       
 

Figure 4. (b) Visualization using cluster with color based on weighted 
function 
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4.4. Users' feedback 

Our research participants have given us several feedbacks. Although they were satisfied to 

find out how they interacted, they hoped to know more about relation in regard to locations 

such as whom they have frequently interacted and what kind of text they have posted than just 

the fact that they have posted. They have also complained about the errors of location sensing, 

too. Through our feedbacks, we realized that people wish to know about relationships with 

others alongside knowing themselves. Thus, we could consider that even though they interact 

with others frequently, they are not aware of whom they are being involved with. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

5.1. Consequence & Limitation 

In this paper, we have described our geo-social tracking system and visualization for 

analyzing users’ habits. Also we examine characteristics of individuals through their daily life 

log in social media. In addition, our visualization presents social media usage propensity as in 

geographical and chronological flow and proposes visualization technique for finding 

meaningful places and unusual behaviors. By using geo-tagging method in social media, we 

show results of what we can do and the future works that can be done.  

Our experimental results give us several knowledge. First, in our method used in Facebook, 

acquiring more accurate information rapidly requires numerous servers since it takes too long 

to gather information with a few servers only. Thus, an ideal method would be to allocate one 

server per each user. Second, we found limitations in Facebook when using Graph API. Third, 

comparing between users shows that not all of users in social media have the same habits and 

engagement rate. Also, as it shows users’ preferred action, we could infer what type of users 

they are. Lastly, we show possibility that location information with usage history, in this case 

especially Facebook, could be used for detecting changing point of behaviors. 

Lastly, there are some limitations to overcome in our research. First, we cannot gather 

information from users who just read instead of doing any other actions. Second, text data are 

not considered. Third, we don’t consider with whom users interact with frequently. Fourth, 

loss and error of geographic information are not dealt as exceptional case, so we had not 

revised it. Fifth, not all actions in Facebook are considered. 

 

5.2. Applying to legacy services 

Our project has started to detect unusual behavior for youth as an extension of existing 

mobile phone service in Korea. As extension of this, we have ideas how to apply these 

experimental results to our products.  

First, as one of the detecting methods, we propose map visualization with social media 

usage log. In our results, if they have some changes for their daily routine, it appears on the 
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map, and the location they have visited would be changed. We could detect weird movement 

by seeing chronological change of location with Facebook usage log.  

Second, quantity of using social media would be different from routine. Because they have 

average usage quantity of mobile, we can find changed point. This way is useful for someone 

who has loved ones to care about.  

Third, except visualization of activities with geographic information, we have gotten 

knowledge about which we can infer social connection for location even we do not  attend at 

the same time zone, because our participants have tendency communicating with people who 

are not in there. Thus, we could use this information to measure social graph and to infer 

location indirectly. 

 

5.3. Future works 

Our research would more advance and expand the future paths by overcoming limitations 

of our research. 1. By considering wall object with location information, we could measure 

tie-strength between user and wall object. 2. By processing text data with other information 

such as which users interact and what users post, it would lead to a better understanding in 

users’ interest and affection in places where they have visited. 3. If it could restore lost 

information, it would speculate users’ characters more precisely. 4. One of our challenges is 

to improve system performance in time and data accuracy. 5. Adding time where user just 

read, it would be improved as automatic condition detecting system [6]. 6.  If we could gather 

other logs of application on mobile phone, we can profile abnormal behaviors more exactly 

than what we have done. 
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